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Mountain Wave briefing topics

• Conditions needed for wave formation

• Structure of mountain waves

• Three types of wave

• How to forecast or predict wave

• Hazards to Aviators

• Wave soaring techniques and records



Information sources

FAA Advisory Circular AC 00-57 
(1997) “Hazardous Mountain 
Winds and Their Visual Indicators”

Soaring Society of America, glider 
clubs, and soaring weather sites.

Various online research papers,  
scientific sites; UCAR Met Ed, 
UNLV, NOAA-National Weather 
Service, NASA, etc.



Three necessary conditions for wave

• WIND: greater than 20 kts. at mountaintop level with winds aloft in 
same general direction (without a shear layer)

• TOPOGRAPHY: a block or barrier with wind direction perpendicular 
to the orientation of a mountain range, or within 30 degrees of 
perpendicular (or a prominent lone peak or volcano)

• ATMOSPHERIC STABILITY: must be stable, resistant to convection. 

How it works….

Strong flow of stable air blocked by terrain is compressed, pushed up 
and over the top, rushes down the lee side, rebounds off the stable air 
layer below, and then deflected back up/down in multiple oscillations.



Altocumulus Lenticularis (Standing Lenticular)



Wave structure and visual indicators

The “Rotor” is the primary 

hazard to small GA aircraft.



Lenticular clouds appear to be “standing still”

Note: It Is possible to have 

“dry” wave conditions if 

there is insufficient moisture 

for clouds to form!



Wave Terminology: Amplitude & Wave Length

• Wave length is the horizontal distance between crests of multiple waves.

• Amplitude: is half the altitude difference between the trough and crest.



Wave length is determined by:

• The direction and strength of the wind striking a mountain.

Stronger winds produce longer wave lengths with less

amplitude.

• The slope angle and height of the mountain’s lee side.

Shallow lee-side slopes = longer wave lengths with less

amplitude.  

• The distance between wave crests may be 2 to 25

miles apart. (8-10 miles is “typical”). 



Amplitude is determined by:

• Terrain: Mountain ranges with a very steep slope and large 
vertical drop on the lee side produce the greatest amplitude.      

Tetons, Colorado Front Range, & Sierra Nevada have a steep 7,000 to 
10,000 ft. vertical drop on east side from summits to valley floor. 

Lower, more rounded mountains like the Appalachians produce lower 
amplitude waves. Long wave lengths downwind are still possible.

• Atmospheric stability:  Stable air on the lee side that resists 
convection and thermal activity produces stronger wave.

• Amplitude can be “re-energized” by terrain downwind.





Amplitude characteristics:

• The greatest amplitude is normally found 3,000 to 6,000 feet 
above mountain top level, downwind of the lee slope.   

• Large amplitudes waves tend to 
have shorter wave lengths and 
more severe rotors underneath.

Owens Valley, CA on east side 
of the Sierra Nevada range 



Sierra Nevada-Owens Valley slope and wave profile (m/s)



Three Types of Mountain Wave

• Vertically Propagating Wave

• Breaking Wave

• Trapped Lee Wave



1.) Vertically Propagating Wave

Strong lift and Clear Air 

Turbulence may extend 

up to 100,000 ft. 



2.) Breaking Wave

Vertically-propagating waves with sufficient amplitude may 
break, and result in severe Clear Air Turbulence between 
20,000 and 40,000 feet.

If the wave does not break, 
the main turbulence hazard
is the low level rotor area.

Expect strong but smooth lift 
and sink elsewhere.



Sierra Nevada-Owens Valley slope and wave profile (m/s)

Breaking wave



Remember… 
Air has fluid properties



3.) Trapped Lee Wave

Energy does not propagate vertically

due to strong wind shear or unstable

conditions above. 

Wave amplitude is limited to lower

altitudes and said to be “trapped.” 

Rotors below trapped lee wave crests are typically weak and less severe 

than rotors found beneath high amplitude (vertically propagating) waves.

Trapped lee waves can extend for hundreds of miles downwind. 

Glider pilots who are new to wave soaring will prefer this type of wave.



The sequence of trapped lee 

waves is referred to as Primary, 

Secondary, Tertiary, etc.  

Strength of lift and sink gradually 

decreases on each successive 

wave. Series can extend over  

500 miles downwind.



How can I predict or forecast wave?

Eddy 

Dissipation 

Rate

The transfer of mechanical energy from 

larger to smaller turbulent structures can 

be expressed by….

turbulence energy balance for the 2nd structure level 





Winds Aloft forecast



What about Stability?

Note location and 

concentration of 

High pressure 

centers, and the 

compressed isobars 

(pressure gradient)

just east of the 

Continental Divide



AIRMETs



Low

Level

High 

Level



PIREPs



The Skew-T / Log-P chart 

offers a wealth of  

information.

• Wind speed and direction at 

all altitudes

• Layers of stable vs. 

unstable air, inversions, etc.

• Altitude of cloud base

• Lapse rate and height of 

any instability

• Potential for thunderstorms, 

mountain wave, etc.



Hazards to Aircraft



Aircraft Accidents related to Mountain Wave

• 1966 – in-flight break up; Boeing 707 - Mt. Fuji, Japan

• 1992 – DC-8 lost one engine and part of it’s wing

• 1993 – Evergreen B-747: Anchorage, AK  

NTSB Report # DCA93MA033: Number 2 engine 
separated from the aircraft shortly after takeoff. Probable 
cause; excessive multi-axis lateral loading of the #2 
engine pylon during an encounter with severe or extreme 
turbulence associated with mountain wave. 



From Advisory Circular AC 00-57



How is wave turbulence severity defined?





Rotor clouds (or roll clouds) have the innocent appearance of 

small cumulus clouds that form beneath a Lenticular cloud. 

Strong to extreme turbulence may be found in the rotor.



Hazardous wave rotors



Learn to recognize and avoid rotors and downdraft areas.



Tips for flying light

aircraft (VFR) near 

mountain wave:

• Set personal minimums: i.e. Avoid flying lower than 1,000 

AGL over mountains if winds aloft are more than 20 kts.  

(Stay away from lee side rotors and stay out of canyons.) 

• Seek additional knowledge and mountain flying training. 



To fly over mountains in high wind, fly above the top of peaks, by 

at least one half the height of the peak (from its base to top). 

i.e.  base is 7,000 ft., summit is 11,000 ft., Peak is 4,000 ft. high. 

Cross over at least 2,000 ft. above the top (at 13,000’ MSL)

If you encounter strong sink, pitch down, fly through 

it quickly toward lower terrain.  It is better to sacrifice 

altitude to minimize time spent in sink.  Remain VFR.

• Do not attempt to fly at Vy with full power to out-climb sink.

• Remain at or below Va (maneuvering speed) in turbulence.





The wave is my playground!



What conditions are best for wave soaring?

• Moderate winds aloft (30-50 kts.)

• Vertically Propagating Waves offer

• the strongest lift 
• highest possible altitude gains

• “Trapped lee-side waves” offer

• easier access, less effort
• option to stay over open flats
• rotors usually less severe



Wave lift shifts and pulses

much like waves on a beach



Some challenges for sailplane pilots

• Long tows to higher than normal altitudes to find wave lift. 

• Getting “drilled” in sink you cannot escape, landing out. 

• Bucking a headwind to get home. (Never let yourself get too 
far downwind of a safe LZ.  Always have a “way out.”)

• XC flight in wave is difficult (much easier in thermals)

• Numerous other unusual hazards with severe consequences.



Hazards of wave soaring

“What can possibly go wrong?”
• O2 system malfunction

• Canopy icing up inside

• Hypothermia/frostbite

• Traffic in the Airspace

• Rotors and extreme 
sink, resulting in forced 
landing

Always have a way out !

“Plan B” and “Plan C” 



ADM – “It looks so inviting. Can I reach it? 

Can I make it back? Where can I land if I 

don’t make it back? Are my retrieval 

logistics in place (cell coverage w/ driver, 

vehicle and trailer ready with keys, glider 

disassembly tools, etc.)? Alternate plan?” 



Hazards of wave soaring (continued)

• Increased wind speed aloft may prevent you from 
staying ahead of the wave leading edge. You 
could be backing into the wave cloud behind you. 

• Inadvertent VMC flight into IMC leading to spatial 
disorientation and loss of control.

•Exceeding (TAS) Vne and load factor limits. 





ADM – “It looks so inviting. Can I reach it? 

Can I make it back? Where can I land if I 

don’t make it back? Are my retrieval 

logistics in place (cell coverage w/ driver, 

vehicle and trailer ready with keys, glider 

disassembly tools, etc.)? Alternate plan?” 



Soaring in Class A airspace

requires adherence to 

established FAA ARTCC 

authorizations and waivers, 

local protocols, and prior 

notification with ATC. 

There are several 

established “wave windows” 

for soaring in Class A 

airspace in western states.



SSA and FAI Altitude Records for Gliders

Montana State Record: 35,000 ft.

6/26/1973 Nelson Funston   (location unknown)

US National Record: 49,009 ft.

2/17/1986 Robert Harris Owens Valley, CA

and the World Record is……. (drum roll please….)





Perlan Project

CURRENT WORLD RECORD 76,124 ft.

Sept. 2, 2018 Jim Payne and Tim Gardner

El Calafate, Argentina (Patagonian Andes)

The Perlan Project goal is to reach 90,000 ft. 

higher than 98% of the earth’s atmosphere.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KE792Y9hyww

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KE792Y9hyww




Final recommendation….. 

Earn your glider rating and start soaring!
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